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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for joining knitted fabrics in such a manner as to form gores at joining portions of a tubular knitted fabric.

Background Art

[0002] The knitwear has portions called "gores" formed at joining portions of the parts thereof, such as, for example, at sides of the knitwear and crotch portions of the same. The gores formed at those joining portions serve to add a depth to the knitwear comprising the planar knitted fabric parts, to thereby produce a comfortable wear to suit one's figure.

[0003] The applicant of this application already developed and presented a method for joining knitted fabrics of a tubular knitted fabric, according to which one knitted fabric of the tubular knitted fabric to be joined to the other knitted fabric to form the gores therebetween can be allowed to rotate with respect to the other knitted fabric in a direction in which a space between the both knitted fabrics is spread at a larger angle than an angle at which the one knitted fabric is perpendicular to the other knitted fabric (International Publication No. 01/88243, see also EP 1283290 A).

[0004] In this joining method, gore portions of the same courses are previously formed in the both tubular knitted fabrics to be jointed together; then are overlapped with each other in such a manner that the loops located adjacent to each other with respect to the boundary between the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part are overlapped with each other and the loops located far away from each other with respect to the boundary are overlapped with each other; and then are subjected to the bind-off process, thereby forming the gore portions at the joining portions of the tubular knitted fabric.

[0005] This method for joining together the knitted fabrics having the gores can provide the knitwear that can allow a high freedom of body movement.

[0006] In this connection, it is desirable from the viewpoint of the body movement that when knitwear, such as, for example, a sweater, is knitted by the joining method mentioned above, the gore portions of the front knitted fabric part should be made larger than those of the back knitted fabric part to produce knitwear of further comfortable to wear.

[0007] Making the gore portions of the front knitted fabric part larger than those of the back knitted fabric part requires that the number of wales formed in the joining regions of the front body to front sleeves should be increased over the number of wales formed in the joining regions of the back body to back sleeves.

[0008] However, when the knitted fabrics are joined together in such a manner that the number of wales in the front and back joining regions are differentiated from each other, the knitted fabric part having smaller gore portions (the back body) is put in the state in which a part of the loops located at the far side from the body on the needle bed are shifted to the opposite needle bed (front needle bed) at the completion of the joining.

[0009] In other words, when the gores different in number of wales from each other are formed in the front and back joining regions in this manner, the front knitted fabric part having the larger gores decreases in knitting width below the back knitted fabric part. In order to lessen this difference in knitting width between the knitted fabrics retained on the front and back needle beds, rotation of the knitting is performed, whereby a loop of the back knitted fabric part located at its lateral end and retained on the needle bed is forced to shift to the outside of a loop of the knitted fabric part located at its lateral end and retained on the opposite needle bed.

[0010] When the rotation of the knitting is performed in this manner, the joining is completed in the state in which the loop held on the needle located at the position farthest from the knitted fabric part of the body on the back needle bed remains shifted to the front needle bed before formation of the gores. When the knitting to form the bodies and their respective sleeves into a single tubular starts in this state, a new loop is formed on the old loop originally situated in the back needle bed in the state in which the old loop remains shifted to the front needle bed.

[0011] It is to be noted here that when the loop situated in the back needle bed is shifted to the front needle bed, a twist is formed in that loop when shifted to the front needle bed. When a new loop is formed on that old loop, the old loop remains twisted undesirably. Particularly, such a twisted loop appears in sight in the sleeves.

[0012] In order to prevent the twist in that loop, the knitted fabrics of the sleeves are subjected to rotation of the knitting before joined to the body so that when the formation of the gores is ended, the loops of the back knitted fabric parts of the sleeves located at lateral ends thereof far from the back knitted fabric part of the body can be placed in the back needle bed and the loops of the front knitted fabric parts of the sleeves located at lateral ends thereof far from the front knitted fabric part of the body can be returned to the front needle bed, as shown in Fig. 18.

[0013] FIG. 18(a) shows the state of the knitwear at the end of the knitting up to its sides. The parts (311a, 311b, 312a, 312b, 321a, 321b, 331a, 331b) indicated by dotted lines are the joining regions of the front and back knitted fabric parts. FIG. 18(b) shows the state of the knitwear in which the sleeves are subjected to rotation of the knitting for forming the gores.

[0014] However, when the knitted fabrics are subjected to the rotation of the knitted in advance of the forming of the gores, the joining regions are put into the state shown in FIG. 18(b). Take the joining of the front knitted fabric part of the left sleeve 33 for instance, the joining region of the left sleeve 33 to be joined to the joining
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region 312a of the front body 31a is divided into the joining region 331b of the back knitted fabric part and the joining region 331a of the front knitted fabric part, as viewed in FIG. 18a.

[0015] When the knitted fabrics are joined together in this state, the boundaries between the front and back knitted fabric parts of the right and left sleeves 32, 33 are displaced forwardly with respect to the boundaries between the front and back knitted fabric parts of the body 31.

[0016] It is an object of the present invention to provide a knitted fabric knitting method that can prevent loops of the front and back knitted fabric parts located at ends thereof adjacent to the boundaries therebetween from being shifted to the opposite needle beds before the start of joining of gores, to knit the knitted fabrics having the gores which are easy to knit and easy to move.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0017] To accomplish the object mentioned above, the present invention provides a novel knitted fabric joining method wherein at least two tubular knitted fabrics, each comprising a front knitted fabric part and a back knitted fabric part, are knitted in succession in a direction of course and overlapped with each other at their joining region at which gores of different in size between the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part are formed, thereby being joined together, using a flat knitting machine comprising at least a pair of front and back needle beds, which extend in a longitudinal direction and are located in opposed positions in a cross direction and at least either of which is capable of being racked in the longitudinal direction.

[0018] First, in the knitted fabric joining step, in a joining region of the front knitted fabric part and a joining region of the back knitted fabric part which are arranged on the opposed needle beds, loops in the joining region of a small gore and loops in the joining region of a large gore are situated in the joining regions containing needles in equal number, respectively, and the loops in the joining region of the one gore are held on an every two or three needle basis and the loops in the joining region of the other gore are held on an every needle basis so that both ends of the one joining region and both ends of the other joining region can substantially correspond in position to each other.

[0019] Then, loops in a final course of the one tubular knitted fabric which are situated in the joining region and located at a lateral end thereof and loops in a final course of the other tubular knitted fabric which are situated in the joining region and located at a lateral end thereof, the loops of the tubular knitted fabric being to be joined to each other, are overlapped with each other in such a manner that the loops located adjacent to each other with respect to a boundary between the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part are overlapped with each other and the loops located far away from each other with respect to the boundary are overlapped with each other and then are subjected to the bind-off process, thereby forming a gore at a joining portion of the tubular knitted fabric and, subsequent to the joining of the tubular knitted fabrics, knitting a single tubular knitted fabric.

[0020] In the case of joining the first knitted fabric and the second knitted fabric, the following steps should preferably be taken before the start of joining of the knitted fabrics:

1. (1) the first step that the loops in the joining region of one of the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part of the first knitted fabric are transferred to the opposed needle bed,
2. (2) the second step that the second knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in either rightward or leftward, and the loops in the joining region as transferred in the first step are sequentially transferred back to the opposed needle bed starting from the loop located at the end far from the second knitted fabric while the first knitted fabric being subjected to the rotation of the knitting for the loops of the first knitted fabric located at end portions thereof far from the second knitted fabric to be transferred to the opposed needle bed, those operations being repeated so that the loops can be arranged on an every two or three needle or an every needle basis in the joining region of the first knitted fabric,
3. (3) the third step that the loops in the joining region of the other knitted fabric part, which corresponds in size to the joining rejoin of one of the front knitted fabric part or the back knitted fabric part of the second knitted fabric from which the loops were transferred in the first step, are transferred to the opposed needle bed, and
4. (4) the fourth step that the first knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in a direction opposite to the direction of the needle bed being racked in the second step, and the loops in the joining region as transferred in the third step are sequentially transferred back to the opposed needle bed starting from the loop located at the end far from the first knitted fabric while the second knitted fabric being subjected to the rotation of the knitting for the loops of the second knitted fabric located at end portions thereof far from the first knitted fabric to be transferred to the opposed needle bed, those operations being repeated so that the loops can be arranged on an every two or three needle or an every needle basis in the joining region of the second knitted fabric.

[0021] In the case of knitting the second knitted fabric, the third knitted fabric, and the first knitted fabric sandwiched between the second and third knitted fabrics, followed by the joining of the first and second knitted fabrics
and the joining of the first and third knitted fabrics, the following steps should preferably be included before the start of joining of the knitted fabrics:

(1) the first step that the loops in the joining region of one of the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part of the first knitted fabric to be joined to the second knitted fabric are transferred to the opposed needle bed, while also the loops in the joining region of the third knitted fabric having the gore, which corresponds in size to the joining region of the first knitted fabric from which the loops were transferred, are transferred to the opposed needle bed,

(2) the second step that the second knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in either rightward or leftward, and the loops in the joining region as transferred in the first step are sequentially transferred back to the opposed needle bed starting from the loop located at the end far from the second knitted fabric while the first and third knitted fabrics being subjected to the rotation of the knitting for the loops of the first and third knitted fabrics located at end portions thereof far from the second knitted fabric to be transferred to the opposed needle bed, those operations being repeated so that the loops can be arranged on an every two or three needle or an every needle basis in the joining regions of the first knitted fabric and the third knitted fabric,

(3) the third step that the loops in the joining region of the first knitted fabric to be joined to the third knitted fabric, which corresponds in size to the joining region of the first knitted fabric from which the loops were transferred, are transferred to the opposed needle bed, and

(4) the fourth step that the third knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in a direction opposite to the direction of the needle bed being racked in the second step, and the loops in the joining region as transferred in the third step are sequentially transferred back to the opposed needle bed starting from the loop located at the end far from the third knitted fabric while the first and second knitted fabrics being subjected to the rotation of the knitting for the loops of the first and second knitted fabrics located at end portions thereof far from the third knitted fabric to be transferred to the opposed needle bed, those operations being repeated so that the loops can be arranged on an every two or three needle or an every needle basis in the joining region of the first and second knitted fabrics.

[0022] The knitted fabric joining method of the present invention is characterized in that the joining region of the front knitted fabric part and the joining region of the back knitted fabric part are arranged and the loops in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part and the loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part are assigned to the joining regions containing needles in equal number on the opposed needle beds, respectively, so that before the start of the joining, the loops in the joining region of the small gore can be held on an every two or three needle basis and also the loops in the joining region of the large gore can be held on an every needle basis (including on a every needle in part basis). This can provide the result that the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part are always kept separate and held on the front needle bed and the back needle bed, respectively, before the start of the joining.

[0023] This knitting can facilitate the knitting of the knitted fabrics having the gores, while also providing good appearance and silhouette. In addition, this can prevent formation of twist in the loops at the boundaries between the front and back knitted fabric parts after completion of the joining and can also make the boundaries between the front and back knitted fabric parts in the joining regions substantially correspond to each other without being displaced from each other, as shown in FIG. 18.

[0024] The joining method of the present invention is applicable not only to the knitwear, such as tights and pants, whose tubular knitted fabrics are a right foot portion and a left foot portion, but also to the knitwear, such as sweaters, whose tubular knitted fabrics are a body and right and left sleeves.

[0025] In the knitted fabric having the body and the sleeves, such as the sweater, the respective joining regions of its front knitted fabric parts are increased in area, while on the other hand, in the pants, the joining region of its back knitted fabric parts are increased in area, thereby providing the knitwear easy to move.

[0026] Now, operation of the present invention will be explained. According to the present invention, for example when the tubular knitted fabric of the present invention is knitted with a four-bed flat knitting machine, at least two tubular knitted fabrics are knitted. In the joining step, those tubular knitted fabrics are supplied to the opposed needles beds, respectively, so that both ends of the joining region of the large gore and both ends of the joining region of the small region confront each other.

[0027] For example, when the tubular knitted fabric is knitted on an every needle basis using all needles, the loops are held on neighboring needles in the joining region of the large gore, and the loops are held on an every two or three needle basis in the joining region of the small gore containing the needles in the same number as those on which the loops in the joining rejoinder of the large gore are held.

[0028] Even when the tubular knitted fabric is knitted on an every two or three needle basis, the loops are held on neighboring needles in the joining region of the large gore, while the loops are held on an every two or three
needle basis in the joining region of the small gore containing the needles in the same number as those on which the loops in the joining region of the large gore are held.

[0029]  For example, the joining region of the small gore is switched from the state of the loops being held on an every needle basis to the state of the loops being held on an every two or three needle basis in the following manner. The loops in the joining region of the small gore are transferred to the opposed needle bed, first, and, then, after the needle bed is racked, the rotation is performed so that the joining region of the small gore is switched from the state of the loops being held in an every needle basis to the state of the loops being held on an every two or three needle basis. On the other hand, the joining region of the large gore is switched from the state of the loops being held on an every needle basis to the state of the loops being held on an every two or three needle basis in the following manner. The loops in the joining region of the large gore are transferred to the opposed needle bed, first, and, then, after the needle bed is racked, the rotation is performed so that the joining region of the large gore is switched from the state of the loops being held in an every needle basis to the state of the loops being held on an every two or three needle basis.

[0030]  The rotation of the knitting for the joining region of one tubular knitted fabric to be switched to the state of the loops being held on an every two or three needle basis or an every needle basis and the rotation of the knitting for the joining region of the other tubular knitted fabric to be switched to the state of the loops being held on an every needle basis or on an every needle basis are made opposite in rotation direction to each other.

[0031]  This enables the rotation of knitting of a single tubular knitted fabric in both normal and reverse directions. Hence, the loops at both lateral ends of the front knitted fabric part can be placed in the front needle bed and the loops at both lateral ends of the back knitted fabric part can be placed in the back needle bed.

[0032]  In the knitting using the four-bed flat knitting machine, after the tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on an every needle basis, the joining of the joining regions of the small gore starts with the loops in the joining regions of the small gore held on an every two needle basis.

[0033]  In the knitting using the four-bed flat knitting machine, after the tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on an every two needle basis, the joining of the joining regions of the large gore can start with the loops in the joining regions of the large gore held on an every needle basis (not on an every two needle basis) and the loops in the joining regions of the small gore remaining held on an every two needle basis.

[0034]  When the joining method of the present invention is employed using a two-bed flat knitting machine, the tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on an every three needle basis. In this case, the joining of the joining regions of the small gore can start with the loops in the joining regions of the small gore held on an every third needle basis.

[0035]  Then, after the joining region of the small gore is put in the state of being on an every two or three needle basis, the tubular knitted fabrics are joined together. Specifically, loops in the joining region of one tubular knitted fabric located at a lateral end portion thereof and loops in the joining region of the other tubular knitted fabric are overlapped with each other, these loops of the tubular knitted fabrics being to be joined to each other, are overlapped with each other in such a manner that the loops located adjacent to each other with respect to the boundary between the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part are overlapped with each other and the loops located far away from each other with respect to the boundary are overlapped with each other and then are subjected to the bind-off process, thereby joining together the both tubular knitted fabrics.

[0036]  Different methods can be taken for the joining. One is that the knitting to bind off the one tubular knitted fabric to be joined from one lateral end thereof to the other lateral end thereof and the knitting to overlap the loops in the joining region of the other tubular knitted fabric with the loops in the joining region of the one knitted fabric from the loops located at their lateral ends so that their front knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other and their back knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other are performed concurrently. In this joining method, the knitting to overlap the loops in the joining regions with each other and the knitting for the bind-off process are performed concurrently, while the knitting to join together the joining regions of the front knitted fabric parts and the knitting to join together the joining regions of the back knitted fabric parts are performed independently.

[0037]  Another one is that two tubular knitted fabrics to be joined together are rotated in the direction opposite to each other by rotation of the knitting, first, and, then, the loops in the joining regions of the both tubular knitted fabrics are held on the same needle bed. Then, while the knitting to bind off the one tubular knitted fabric to be joined from one lateral end thereof to the other lateral end thereof is performed, the loops in the joining region of the other tubular knitted fabric are overlapped with the loops in the joining region of the one knitted fabric from the loops located at their lateral ends so that their front knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other and their back knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other to join together the both tubular knitted fabrics.

[0038]  In this joining method, the knitting to overlap the loops in the joining regions with each other and the knitting for the bind-off process are performed concurrently, while the joining of the joining regions of the front knitted fabric parts and the joining of the joining regions of the back knitted fabric parts are performed successively.

[0039]  Joining together the tubular knitted fabrics by the joining methods mentioned above can provide the result that the loops in the joining region of the one tubular
knitted fabric to be joined and the loops in the joining region of the other tubular knitted fabric can be overlapped with each other so that the loops located adjacent to each other with respect to the boundary between the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part can be overlapped with each other and the loops located far away from each other with respect to the boundary can be overlapped with each other. This can allow the one tubular knitted fabric to rotate around its gore with respect to the other tubular knitted fabric in a direction in which a space between the both knitted fabrics is spread at a larger angle than ever, thereby producing the knitwear that can allow a high freedom of body movement of a wearer as well as a comfortable fit.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

[0040]

FIG. 1 is a development view of a sweater with gores and a knitting process drawing thereof,
FIG. 2 is a drawing showing a finished sweater 1 of FIG. 1,
FIG. 3 is the knitting step drawing, FIG. 3(a) showing the step of forming gores in pants of a second embodiment, and FIG. 3(b) and FIG. 3(c) showing the steps of forming gores in a sweater of a first embodiment,
FIG. 4 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to the first embodiment,
FIG. 5 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to the first embodiment,
FIG. 6 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to the first embodiment,
FIG. 7 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to the first embodiment,
FIG. 8 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to the first embodiment,
FIG. 9 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to the first embodiment,
FIG. 10 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to the first embodiment,
FIG. 11 is a drawing showing the pants formed by the joining of two knitted fabrics according to the second embodiment,
FIG. 12 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of the two knitted fabrics according to the second embodiment,
FIG. 13 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of the two knitted fabrics according to the second embodiment,
FIG. 14 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of the two knitted fabrics according to the second embodiment,
FIG. 15 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of three knitted fabrics according to a third embodiment,
FIG. 16 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of the three knitted fabrics according to the third embodiment,
FIG. 17 is a knitting course drawing showing the joining of the three knitted fabrics according to the third embodiment, and
FIG. 18 is a part of the knitting course drawing showing the conventional of tubular knitted fabrics (sweater) showing the completed state of the joining.

**Embodiments of the Invention**

[0041] Next, preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. In the first to third embodiments described in the following, the knitting of knitted fabrics is performed using a flat knitting machine, what is called a four-bed flat knitting machine. The four-bed flat knitting machine includes an upper front needle bed and an upper back needle bed which are arranged over a lower front needle bed and a lower back needle bed, respectively, and on which a number of needles are arranged at the same pitches as in the lower beds.

[0042] The four-bed flat knitting machine can permit loops to be transferred between the lower front and back needle beds and between the lower and upper needle beds located in opposed positions, respectively. In the illustrated embodiments, the four-bed flat knitting machine of a type which can permit the back needle beds to be racked relative to the front needle beds is used.

[0043] It is noted that the third embodiment is an embodiment wherein the tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on an every two needle basis, and the joining of the joining regions of those tubular knitted fabrics starts, with the loops in the joining region of the large gore held on an every needle basis (not on an every two needle basis) and the loops in the joining region of the small gore remaining held on an every two needle basis.

[0044] FIG. 1 is a development view and a knitting process drawing of a sweater 1 having gores 3a, 3b formed at side portions thereof 2a, 2b by the joining method of the illustrated embodiment, and FIG. 2 is a drawing showing a finished sweater 1. In FIG. 2, the directions of wales of sleeves 4, 5 and a body 6 extending are depicted at and around the gores 3a, 3b. This embodiment is directed to a joining method of joining knitted fabrics having gores where the joining regions (number of wales) of the front knitted fabric parts of the body and sleeves is different in size from the joining regions (number of wales) of the back knitted fabric parts of the body and sleeves.

[0045] The sweater 1 is knitted starting at a hem 7 of the body 6 and at cuffs 8, 9 of the right and left sleeves.
4, 5 (Step A). The body 6 and the sleeves 4, 5 are each knitted in the form of a tubular knitted fabric until the start of joining of the sleeves 4, 5 and the body 6 at side portions thereof 2a, 2b (Step B).

[0046] After the knitting of the sleeves 4, 5 up to lines I-O and M-P is completed, the joining step proceeds (Step C). In the joining step, I-H of the right sleeve 4 and i-h of the body 6 are joined and also M-L of the left sleeve 5 and m-1 of the body 6 are joined, whereby the gores 3a, 3b are formed.

[0047] In the illustrated embodiment, the joining regions are formed by I-H of the right sleeve 4, i-h of the body 6, M-L of the left sleeve 5, and m-1 of the body 6. Further, the joining region (number of wales) of the front knitted fabric parts of the body and sleeves is formed to be larger in size than the joining regions (number of wales) of the back knitted fabric parts thereof, though not shown in FIGS. 1 and 2.

[0048] Sequentially, while the right and left sleeves 4, 5 and the body 6 are knitted in the form of a single tubular knitted fabric, the right sleeve 4 and the left sleeve 5 are shifted to the body 6 and joined thereto at H-G of the right sleeve 4 and h-g of the body and at L-K of the left sleeve 5 and l-k of the body 6, respectively (Step D).

[0049] After the end of the step D, G-F of the right sleeve 4 and K-J of the left sleeve 5 are joined to g-f and k-j of the body, respectively (Step E). In this step E, the yarn feed to the sleeves 4, 5 is finished, and the sleeves 4, 5 are shifted to and joined to the body 6 each time a proper number of courses of the body 6 is knitted.

[0050] After completion of the joining of the sleeves 4, 5 and the body 6, the front body 6a having a neckline opening 10 and the back body 6b are joined together at right and left shoulder parts thereof 11a, 11b. The knitting of the sweater 1 is ended with this. In the following, an example using the joining step of joining together the sleeves 4, 5 and the body 6 in such a manner as to form the gores 3a, 3b therebetween is illustrated as the first embodiment, and an example using the joining step of joining together right and left foot parts of pants in such a manner as to form the gore therebetween is illustrated as the second embodiment. As the knitting steps other than the joining process steps are known, only the knitting steps in the joining process steps are described here.

[0051] Further, the present invention provides two different knitting methods, one for joining together two knitted fabrics and the other for joining together three knitted fabrics. The outlines of the respective knitting methods are described with reference to FIG. 3. FIG. 3a shows the knitting for joining together the two knitted fabrics, and FIG. 3b and 3c show the knitting for joining together the three knitted fabrics.

[0052] In the joining of the two knitted fabrics, the gores 3a, 3b are formed by the knitting wherein a front knitted fabric 21a of a first knitted fabric 21 is shifted toward a front knitted fabric 22a of a second knitted fabric 22, followed by the joining, and the knitting wherein the back knitted fabric - part 22b of the second knitted fabric 22 is shifted toward the back knitted fabric part 21b of the first knitted fabric 21, followed by the joining. The knitting and the knitting may be performed simultaneously or sequentially. When the knitting and the knitting are performed simultaneously, the number of times the needle bed is racked can be reduced, thus providing the efficient knitting.

[0053] In the illustrated embodiment, in particular, even when there is difference in size between the joining region of the front knitted fabric part and the joining region of the back knitted fabric part, the knitting and the knitting can be performed simultaneously. This is because no difference in total number of needles between the joining region of the front knitted fabric part and the joining region of the back knitted fabric part is made by holding the loops in the joining region of the small gore on an every two or three needle basis so that before the start of joining, the front and back joining regions on the needle beds can substantially correspond in size to each other.

[0054] In the joining of the three knitted fabrics, for example, the knitting wherein a back knitted fabric part 32b of a second knitted fabric 32 is shifted toward a back knitted fabric part 31b of a first knitted fabric 31, followed by the joining, and the knitting wherein a front knitted fabric part 33a of a third knitted fabric 33 is shifted toward the front knitted fabric part 31a of the first knitted fabric 31, followed by the joining, are performed, first, as shown in FIG. 3(b).

[0055] Then, the knitting wherein the front knitted fabric part 32a of the second knitted fabric 32 is shifted toward the front knitted fabric part 31a of the first knitted fabric 31, followed by the joining, and the knitting wherein the back knitted fabric part 33b of the third knitted fabric 33 is shifted toward the back knitted fabric part 31b of the first knitted fabric 31, followed by the joining, are performed, as shown in FIG. 3(c). The gores 3a, 3b are formed each time the knitting is performed.

[0056] The knitting may be performed in any preferred sequence. As shown in FIG. 3, the knitting and the knitting and the knitting and the knitting may be performed simultaneously or sequentially, or the knitting and the knitting may be performed in a free sequence. When the knitting and the knitting are performed concurrently, followed by the knitting and the knitting, and vice versa, the number of times the needle bed is racked can be reduced, thus providing the efficient knitting.

[0057] In the joining of the three knitted fabrics as well, even when there is difference in size between the joining region of the front knitted fabric part and the joining region of the back knitted fabric part, no difference in total number of needles between the joining region of the front knitted fabric part and the joining region of the back knitted fabric part is made by holding the loops in the joining region of the small gore on an every two or three needle basis so that before the start of joining, the front and back joining regions on the needle beds can substantially correspond in size to each other.
[0058] In the following, the joining method for joining together three knitted fabrics of the sweater having the body and the sleeves is illustrated in the first embodiment, and the joining method for joining together two knitted fabrics of pants is illustrated in the second embodiment.

(First Embodiment)

[0059] The knitting of joining together the three tubular knitted fabrics in such a manner as to form the gores 3a, 3b of the sweater 1 of FIG. 1 is explained with reference to FIGS. 4-10. The sweater of the first embodiment is knitted so that the gore of the front knitted fabric part can be larger in size (volume) than that of the back knitted fabric part. Specifically, the gore of the front knitted fabric part has the size of eight wales and the gore of the back knitted fabric part has the size of four wales.

[0060] In this embodiment, in order to form the gores, the knitting of the knitted fabric of the body 6 being subjected to the bind-off process from one lateral end thereof to the other lateral end thereof, the knitting of the loops in the joining region of the body 6 located on the right side and the loops in the joining region of the knitted fabric of the right sleeve 4 being overlapped with each other from the lateral ends thereof so that their front knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other and their back knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other, and the knitting of the loops in the joining region of the body 6 located on the left side and the loops in the joining region of the knitted fabric of the left sleeve 5 being overlapped with each other from the lateral ends thereof so that their front knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other and their back knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other are performed concurrently.

[0061] Further, in the first embodiment, the knitting of the loops in the joining regions being overlapped with each other and the knitting of those loops being subjected to the bind-off process are performed concurrently, while on the other hand, the joining of the joining regions of their front knitted fabric parts and the joining of the joining regions of their back knitted fabric parts are performed separately. In other words, in this embodiment, the knitting of the operations of racking and loop transfer in the steps 1 to 3 are repeatedly performed. As a result of the operations of racking and loop transfer in the steps 4 to 5, the loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part of the body 6 having the small gore located on the right side and the loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part of the left sleeve 5 are transferred back to the back lower needle bed BD at a position adjacent to a loop of the back knitted fabric part located at a lateral end thereof.

[0062] The numerals at the left side of FIGS. 4-10 indicate the serial number of knitting steps, and the alphabetical characters FU, FD, BD, and BU indicate a front upper needle bed, a front lower needle bed, a back lower needle bed, and a back upper needle bed, respectively.

[0063] The step 1 shown in FIG. 4 shows the initial state before formation of the gores 3a, 3b starts. The loops surrounded by a chain line 3a on the left side are the loops in the joining region for the gore 3a to be formed, and the loops surrounded by a chain line 3b on the right side are the loops for the gore 3b to be formed.

[0064] As to the gores 3a, 3b shown in the step 1, a part of the loops in the joining regions of the back knitted fabric parts held on the back needle bed are eventually used for the gores of the front knitted fabric parts. The joining region of the back knitted fabric part is less in number of needles. In order that the joining region of the back knitted fabric part can contain as many needles as the needles used in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part, the loops in the joining region of the small gore are shifted in the next step so that the loops in the joining region of the small gore can be held on an every two needle basis on the back needle bed.

[0065] First, in the step 2, the loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part of the body 6 located on the right sleeve side are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU and also the loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part of the left sleeve 5 are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU.

[0066] In the step 3, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, the right sleeve 4 is subjected to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that a loop of its back knitted fabric part located at an end thereof on the body side is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD at a position next to a loop of its front knitted fabric part located at an end thereof, while also a loop of its front knitted fabric part located at an outer end thereof is transferred to the back lower needle bed BD at a position adjacent to a loop of the back knitted fabric part located at a lateral end thereof.

[0067] Further, while the body 6 and the left sleeve 5 are subjected to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that loops of their back knitted fabric parts located at ends thereof on the right-hand side as viewed in FIG. 4 are transferred to positions adjacent to loops of their front knitted fabric parts on the front lower needle bed FD located at ends thereof far away from the right sleeve 4, are transferred back to the back lower needle bed BD.

[0068] In the step 4, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, one of the loops of the body 6 and one of the loops of the left sleeve 5 in their joining regions on the front upper needle bed FU, which are located at ends thereof far away from the right sleeve 4, are transferred back to the back lower needle bed BD. In the step 5, the same operation as in the step 3 is performed.

[0069] When there are many loops in the joining regions, the racking of the needle bed and the loop transfer in the steps 4 to 5 are repeatedly performed. As a result of the operations of racking and loop transfer in the steps 4 to 5, the loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part of the body 6 having the small gore located on the right sleeve side and the loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part of the left sleeve 5 are put in the state of being held on an every two needle basis, respectively.

[0070] Then, in the step 6, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, the remaining loops held
on the front upper needle bed FU are transferred back to the back lower needle bed BD. Then, the joining region of the body 6 located on the left sleeve side and the joining region of the right sleeve 4 are subjected to the same racking and loop transfer operation as in the steps 2 to 6 (Steps 7 to 11). In this step, the racking direction is opposite to the racking direction in the steps 2 to 6.  

[0071] In the step 11, the loops in the joining region of the small gore of the back knitted fabric part of the body 6 located on the left sleeve side and the loops in the joining region of the small gore of the back knitted fabric part of the right sleeve 4 are also put in the state of being held on an every two needle basis. The zones surrounded with dotted frames 3a, 3b are the joining regions, as shown in the step 11 and, as a result, the number of loops (number of wales) of each of the joining regions of the back knitted fabric parts are decreased by four loops below the number of loops (number of wales) of each of the joining regions of the front knitted fabric parts.  

[0072] Although the number of loops of the joining regions of the back knitted fabric parts are decreased like this, the tubular knit fabrics can be arranged on the needle beds substantially symmetrically with respect to lengths of their front and back knitted fabric parts. Also, the loops of the right sleeve 4 and the left sleeve 5 located at the ends on the side thereof opposite to the body are prevented from being shifted to the opposed needle beds, thus being put in the same state as in the step 1.  

[0073] In this embodiment, the loops of the respective sleeves located at the ends on the side thereof opposite to the body can be put in the same state as in the step 1, remaining stayed at the ends of their front and back knitted fabric parts. Thus, the loops are prevented from being put in the state of being shifted to the opposed needle beds, preventing formation of twist in the loops, different from the prior art. Hence, even before the start of the joining, new loops can be formed in the sleeve while avoiding formation of twist in the old loops. When new loops, e.g. one course, can be formed before the start of the joining, there can be produced the result that even if double loops are formed in the sleeve in advance of the start of the joining, new loops can be formed readily following release of those double loops from the needles. Thus, the loop transfer can be achieved by these new loops thus formed, thus facilitating the knitting.  

[0074] Then, the formation of the gores 3a, 3b is started from this state. First, in the steps 12 to 15, the joining of the sleeves and the body is provided by the double loops. In the step 12, the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve is transferred to the back upper needle bed BU and also the back knitted fabric part 5b of the left sleeve is transferred to the front upper needle bed FU simultaneously. In the step 13, after the back needle bed is racked rightward two pitches, the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD and also the back knitted fabric part 5b of the left sleeve is transferred to the back lower needle bed BD simultaneously. As a result of this loop transfer, two loops of each sleeve located at its lateral end are overlapped with two loops of the body located at its lateral ends (loops 61, 62).  

[0075] In the step 14, the back knitted fabric part 4b of the right sleeve is transferred to the front upper needle bed FU and also the front knitted fabric part 5a of the left sleeve is transferred to the back upper needle bed BU simultaneously. In the step 15, after the back needle bed is racked leftward two pitches, the back knitted fabric part 4b of the right sleeve is transferred to the back lower needle bed BD and also the front knitted fabric part 5a of the left sleeve is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD simultaneously. As a result of this loop transfer, two loops of the each sleeve located at its lateral end are overlapped with two loops of the body located at its lateral ends (loops 63, 64).  

[0076] Then, new loops are formed following the formation of the loops 61, 63, by feeding a yarn from a yarn feeder used for the knitting of the body to the needle on which the four double loops 61, 63 on the right sleeve side are held, and also new loops are formed following the formation of the loops 62, 64, by feeding another yarn from another yarn feeder used for the knitting of the left sleeve to the needle on which the four double loops 62, 64 on the left sleeve side are held, though not shown.  

[0077] It is to be noted that in the illustrated embodiment, the right and left gore forming regions are subjected to the bind-off process using the separate yarn feeders, though not shown in the knitting process drawing.  

[0078] Then, in the step 16, the back knitted fabric part 4b of the right sleeve and two new loops 65a, 65b formed adjacent thereto are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU and also the front knitted fabric part 5a of the left sleeve and two new loops 66a, 66b formed adjacent thereto are transferred to the back upper needle bed BU simultaneously.  

[0079] In the step 17, after the back needle bed is racked leftward one pitch, the loops 65a, 65b held on the front upper needle bed FU are transferred to the back lower needle bed BD and also the loops 66a, 66b held on the back upper needle bed BU are transferred to the front lower needle bed FD. As a result of this transfer of the loop 66a, a double loop 67 is formed.  

[0080] In the step 18, a new loop 68a is formed following the loop 65a on the back lower needle bed BD, and new loops 68b, 68c are formed following the loops 67, 66b on the front lower needle bed FD. In the step 19, after the back needle bed is further racked leftward one pitch, the loop of the front knitted fabric part 5a of the left sleeve located at its end on the body side is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD. As a result of this loop transfer, a double loop 69 is formed.  

[0081] In the step 20, a new loop 70a is formed following the loop 65b on the back lower needle bed BD, and new loops 70b, 70c are formed following the loops 68b, 69 on the front lower needle bed FD.  

[0082] Then, in the step 21, the loops 70a, 68a held on the back lower needle bed BD are transferred to the
front upper needle bed FU and the loops 70b, 70c held on the front lower needle bed FD are transferred to the back upper needle bed BU.

[0083] In the step 22, after the back needle bed is racked leftward one pitch, the loops 70a, 68a held on the front upper needle bed FU are transferred to the back lower needle bed BD and the loops 70b, 70c held on the back upper needle bed BU are transferred to the front lower needle bed FD. As a result of the transfer of the loop 68a, a double loop 71 is formed, and as a result of the transfer of the loop 70b, a double loop 72 is formed.

[0084] Then, in the step 23, the yarn is fed from the one yarn feeder to the needle holding the loop 71 thereon, to form a new loop 73 following the loop 71 and also the yarn is fed from the other yarn feeder to the needles holding the loops 72, 70c thereon, to form new loops 74, 75 following the loops 72, 70c.

[0085] In the step 24, after the back needle bed is racked leftward one pitch, the loop at the right end held on the front upper needle bed FU is transferred to the back lower needle bed BD and overlapped with the loop 70a (loop 76). Also, the loop at the left end held on the back upper needle bed BU is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD and overlapped with the loop 75 (loop 77).

[0086] Then, in the step 25, the yarn is fed from the one yarn feeder to the needle holding the loop 76 thereon, to form a new loop 78 following the loop 76 and also the yarn is fed from the other yarn feeder to the needles holding the loops 74, 77 thereon, to form new loops 79, 80 following the loops 74, 77.

[0087] Then, in the step 26, the loops 78, 73 held on the back lower needle bed BD are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU and the loops 79, 80 held on the front lower needle bed FD are transferred to the back upper needle bed BU.

[0088] The operations in the steps 17 to 26 are repeatedly performed. When all the loops are gone in the joining regions, the back knitted fabric part 4b of the right sleeve 4 held on the front upper needle bed FU and the front knitted fabric part 5a of the left sleeve 5 held on the back upper needle bed BU are transferred to the back lower needle bed BD and the front lower needle bed FD, respectively, as shown in the step 27.

[0089] In the operations described so far, the joining of the back knitted fabric part 4b of the right sleeve 4 and the back knitted fabric part 6b of the body 6, the joining of the front knitted fabric part 5a of the left sleeve 5 and the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body 6, and the bind-off process of the body 6 are performed concurrently.

[0090] Next, in the steps 28 to 39, the joining of the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve 4 and the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body 6, the joining of the back knitted fabric part 5b of the left sleeve 5 and the back knitted fabric part 6b of the body 6, and the bind-off process of the body 6 are performed.

[0091] In the step 28, two loops, i.e., one loop of the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve and one loop of the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body located at its end on the right sleeve side, are transferred to the back upper needle bed BU and also two loops, i.e., one loop of the back knitted fabric part 5b of the left sleeve and one loop of the back knitted fabric part 6b of the body located at its end on the left sleeve side, are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU simultaneously.

[0092] In the step 29, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, two loops of the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body located at an end portion thereof on the right sleeve side held on the back upper needle bed BU are transferred to the front lower needle bed FD (loops 81, 82). Also, two loops of the back knitted fabric part 6b of the body located at an end portion thereof on the left sleeve side held on the front upper needle bed FU are transferred to the back lower needle bed BD (loops 83, 84). Of these loops, the loop 82 operates to form a double loop. In the step 30, new loops 85a, 85b are formed following the loops 81, 82 on the front lower needle bed FD and a new loop 85c is formed following the loop 83 on the back lower needle bed BD.

[0093] In the step 31, after the back needle bed is further racked rightward one pitch, a loop of the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve located at an end thereof on the body side is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD. As a result of this loop transfer, a double loop 86 is formed. In the step 32, new loops 87a, 87b are formed following the loops 86, 85b on the front lower needle bed FD and also a new loop 87c is formed following the loop 84 on the back lower needle bed BD.

[0094] Then, in the step 33, the loops 87a, 87b held on the front lower needle bed FD are transferred to the back upper needle bed BU and also the loops 85c, 87c held on the back lower needle bed BD are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU.

[0095] In the step 34, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, the loops 87a, 87b held on the back upper needle bed BU are transferred to the front lower needle bed FD and also the loops 85c, 87c held on the front upper needle bed FU are transferred to the back lower needle bed BD. As a result of the transfer of this loop 87b, a double loop 88 is formed. Also, as a result of the transfer of the loop 85c, a double loop 89 is formed.

[0096] Then, in the step 35, new loops 90a, 90b are formed following the loops 87a, 88 on the front lower needle bed FD and also a new loop 90c is formed following the loop 89 on the back lower needle bed BD.

[0097] In the step 36, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, the loop of the front knitted fabric part of the right sleeve located at the right end and held on the back upper needle bed BU is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD and overlapped with the loop 90a (loop 91). Also, the loop of the back knitted fabric part of the left sleeve located at the left end and held on the front upper needle bed FU is transferred to the back lower needle bed BD and overlapped with the loop 87c (loop 92).

[0098] Then, in the step 37, new loops 93a, 93b are formed following the loops 91, 90b on the front lower
needle bed FD and also a new loop 93c is formed following
the loop 92 on the back lower needle bed BD.

Then, in the step 38, the loops 93a, 93b held on
the front lower needle bed FD are transferred to the
back upper needle bed BU and also the loops 90c, 93c
held on the back lower needle bed BD are transferred to
the front upper needle bed FU.

The operations in the steps 29 to 38 are repeatedly
performed. When all the loops are gone in the joining
regions, the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve
4 held on the back upper needle bed BU and the back
knitted fabric part 5b of the left sleeve 5 held on the
front upper needle bed FU are transferred to the front lower
needle bed FD and the back lower needle bed BD, respectiv-
ately, as shown in the step 39.

In the operations of the steps 27 to 39, the join-
ing of the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve 4
and the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body 6, the
joining of the back knitted fabric part 5b of the left sleeve
5 and the back knitted fabric part 6b of the body 6, and the
bind-off process of the body are performed concurrently.
When the joining is completed, the knitted fabrics
are put in the state shown in the step 39 and the formation
of the gores is completed.

(Second Embodiment)

In the following, the knitting of joining together
two knitted fabrics is explained with reference to the knitting
course diagrams of FIGS. 12-14, taking the knitting
of pants 41 shown in FIG. 11 for example. In this illus-
trated embodiment, the knitting ① and the knitting ② of
FIG. 3(a) are performed concurrently. The pants 41 com-
prises a right foot portion 42, a left foot portion 43, and a
body portion 44, and gores 45a, 45b are formed in the
joining portion of the right foot portion 42 and the left foot
portion 43. In the second embodiment, immediately after
the loop formation made on every two needle basis,
formation of the gores start without overlapping loops
(Steps 12 - 15 of the first embodiment), differently from
the first embodiment.

The right foot portion 42 and the left foot portion
43 correspond to the second knitted fabric 22 and the first
knitted fabric 21 of FIG. 3, respectively. The step 1
of FIG. 12 shows the initial state before formation of the
gores in which the right foot portion 42 and the left foot
portion 43 are adjacent to each other. The loops sur-
rounded by a chain line 45 are the overall number of
loops in the joining region for the gore to be formed.

The numerals at the left side of FIGS. 12-14 indicate
the serial number of knitting steps, and the alphabeti-
cal characters FU, FD, BD, and BU indicate a
front upper needle bed, a front lower needle bed, a back
lower needle bed, and a back upper needle bed, respect-
ively.

As to the gores shown in the step 1, a part of
the loops of the back knitted fabric part held on the back
knitted fabric part. The joining region of the back knitted
fabric part is less than that of the front knitted fabric part.
In order that the joining region of the back knitted fabric
can contain as many needles as the needles used
in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part, the
loops in the joining region of the back knitted fabric part
are shifted in the next step so that the loops in the joining
region of the back knitted fabric part can be held on an
every two needle basis on the back needle bed.

First, in the step 2, the loops in the joining region
of the back knitted fabric part of the left foot portion 43
are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU.

In the step 3, after the back needle bed is racked
rightward one pitch, the right foot portion 42 is subjected
to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that a loop of
its back knitted fabric part located at an end thereof on
the left foot portion side is transferred to the front lower
needle bed FD, while also a loop of its front knitted fabric
part located at an outer end thereof is transferred to the
back lower needle bed BD. Further, while the left foot
portion 43 is subjected to rotation of the knitting in such
a manner that a loop of its back knitted fabric part located
at an end thereof on the right-hand side as viewed in FIG.
12 is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD, one
of the loops in the joining region on the front upper needle
bed FU located at an end thereof far away from the right
foot portion is transferred back to the back lower needle
bed BD.

In the step 4, after the back needle bed is racked
rightward one pitch, one of the loops of the left foot portion
43 in its joining region on the front upper needle bed FU,
located at an end thereof far away from the right foot
portion 42, is transferred back to the back lower needle
bed BD.

When there are many loops in the joining re-
region, the operations of the racking and loop transfer are
repeatedly performed in the steps 4 to 5. As a result of
the operations of racking and loop transfer in the steps
4 to 5, the loops in the joining region of the back knitted
fabric part of the left foot portion 43 are put in the state
of being held on an every two needle basis.

Then, in the step 6, after the needle bed is
racked one pitch, the remaining loops held on the front
upper needle bed FU are transferred back to the back
lower needle bed BD.

Then, the joining region of the right foot portion
42 is subjected to the same racking and loop transfer
operations as in the steps 2 to 6 (Steps 7 to 11). In this
step, the racking direction is opposite to the racking di-
rection in the steps 2 to 6.

In the step 11, the zone surrounded with a dot-
ted frame 451 is the joining region on the front knitted
fabric part side, and the zone surrounded with dotted
frame 452 is the joining region on the back knitted fabric
part side. As shown in the step 11, the number of loops
(number of wales) of the joining region of the back knitted
fabric part are decreased by four loops below the number
of loops (number of wales) of the joining region of the

[0112]
front knitted fabric part.

Although the number of loops of the joining region of the back knitted fabric part are decreased like this, the tubular knitted fabrics can be arranged on the needle beds substantially symmetrically with respect to lengths of their front and back knitted fabric parts. Also, the loops of the right foot portion 42 and the left foot portion 43 located at ends thereof on the outer side are prevented from being shifted to the opposed needle beds, thus being put in the same state as in the step 1.

In this embodiment, the loops of the front and back knitted fabric parts of the right and left foot portions 42, 43 located at the ends thereof can be allowed to remain stayed at the ends thereof on the front and back needle beds. As a result, the loops are prevented from being twisted. Hence, even before the start of the joining, new loops can be formed in the right and left foot portions 42, 43 while avoiding formation of twist in the old loops.

The formation of the gores is started from this state. In the step 12 shown in FIG. 13, the loops of the front knitted fabric part 43a of the left foot portion are transferred to the back upper needle bed BU and also the loops of the back knitted fabric part 42b of the right foot portion are transferred to the front upper needle bed FU, remaining the loop located at an end thereof on the left foot portion 43 side stayed.

In the step 13, after the back needle bed is raked leftward one pitch, a loop 46 of the front knitted fabric part 42a of the right foot portion located at the end thereof on the left foot portion 43 side is overlapped with a loop of the front knitted fabric part 43a of the left foot portion located at the end thereof on the right foot portion 42 side held on the back upper needle bed BU, to form a double loop 48.

In the step 14, after the back needle bed is further raked leftward one pitch, the double loop 48 is transferred to the front lower needle bed BD and overlapped with a loop of the right foot portion 42 located at an end thereof on the left foot portion 43 side, to form a triple loop 49.

In the step 15, after the back needle bed is raked rightward one pitch, the loop 47 of the back knitted fabric part 42b of the right foot portion located at the end thereof on the left foot portion 43 side held on the back lower needle bed BD is transferred to the front upper needle bed FU, to form a double loop 50.

In the step 16, after the back needle bed is raked leftward one pitch, the double loop 50 is overlapped with a loop 51 of the back knitted fabric part 43b of the left foot portion located at the end thereof on the right foot portion 42 side held on the back lower needle bed BD to form a triple loop 52.

In the step 17, a new loop 53 is formed following the triple loop 49 and, then, in the step 18, a new loop 54 is formed following the triple loop 52.

In the steps 19 to 30, the same knitting operations as those in the steps 13-18 are given to target loops. In the step 30, the loop of the front knitted fabric part 42a of the right foot portion located at the right end results in a triple loop 59, and the loop held on the back lower needle bed BD is transferred to the front upper needle bed FU, to form a double loop 60.

In the step 31, all the loops of the back knitted fabric part 42b of the right foot portion held on the front upper needle bed FU are transferred to the back lower needle bed BD, together with the double loop 60 formed in the step 30. Further, all the loops of the front knitted fabric part 43a of the left foot portion held on the back upper needle bed BU are transferred to the front lower needle bed FD. The joining of the right foot portion 42 and the left foot portion 43 for forming the gores 45a, 45b is completed with this, as shown in the step 31. As to the gores 45a, 45b formed by the knitting described above, the gore 45a is formed on the front side by overlapping the loops of the front knitted fabric part 43a of the left foot portion with the loops of the back knitted fabric part 42a of the right foot portion, and the gore 45b is formed on the back side by overlapping the loops of the back knitted fabric part 42b of the right foot portion with the loops of the back knitted fabric part 43b of the left foot portion. Although the embodiment wherein the gore of the front knitted fabric part is larger has been illustrated above, the gore of the back knitted fabric part may be made larger than that of the front knitted fabric part.

(Third Embodiment)

The third embodiment is the embodiment wherein while three tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on an every two needle basis using the four-bed flat knitting machine, the three tubular knitted fabrics are joined together to form the sweater 1 shown in FIG. 1. In the third embodiment, the gores are formed after the loops in the joining region of the larger gore are put in the state of being held on an every needle basis.

The knitting course drawings shown in FIGS. 15 to 17 show the knitting steps taken after the state of the three tubular knitted fabrics being knitted up to the sides until the start of the joining. The sweater of the third embodiment is also knitted so that the gore of the front knitted fabric part can be larger in size (volume) than that of the back knitted fabric part.

The numerals at the left side of FIGS. 15-17 indicate the serial number of knitting steps. The sweater of this embodiment is knitted using the four-bed flat knitting machine, though the front upper needle bed and the back upper needle bed are omitted from the knitting course drawings. In the drawings, the front lower needle bed is designated by FD and the back lower needle bed is designated by BD.

The step 1 shown in FIG. 15 shows the initial state before the joining of the sleeves 4, 5 and the body 6 starts. The respective tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on the front and back needle beds on an every two needle basis. In the step 1, the loops surrounded by chain lines 30 are the loops in the joining region for the gores to be
formed.

[0127] In this embodiment, a part of the loops in the joining regions of the back knitted fabric parts held on the back needle bed are eventually used for the gores of the front knitted fabric parts. The joining region of the back knitted fabric part is less in number of needles. Accordingly, the loops in the joining region of the large gore are shifted in such a manner that the loops in the joining region of the large gore can be held on an every needle basis.

[0128] First, in the step 2, the loops in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body 6 located on the right sleeve side are transferred to empty needles of the back lower needle bed BD and also the loops in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part 5a of the left sleeve 5 are transferred to empty needles of the back lower needle bed BD.

[0129] In the step 3, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, the right sleeve 4 is subjected to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that a loop of its back knitted fabric part located at an end thereof on the body side is transferred to the front lower needle bed FD at a position next to a loop of its front knitted fabric part located at an end thereof, while also a loop of its front knitted fabric part located at an outer end thereof is transferred to the back lower needle bed BD at a position adjacent to a loop of its back knitted fabric part located at a lateral end thereof.

[0130] Further, one of the loops of the body 6 and one of the loops of the left sleeve 5 in their joining regions on the back lower needle bed BD, located at an end thereof far away from the right sleeve 4, are transferred back to the front lower needle bed FD. The body 6 is subjected to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that one of the loops of the body 6 located at an end thereof on the left sleeve side are transferred to positions adjacent to loops of their front knitted fabric parts on the front lower needle bed FD located at lateral ends thereof.

[0131] In the step 4, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, one of the loops of the body 6 and one of the loops of the left sleeve 5 in their joining regions on the back lower needle bed BD, located at an end thereof far away from the right sleeve 4, are transferred back to the front lower needle bed FD. The left sleeve 5 is subjected to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that one of the loops of the back knitted fabric part of the left sleeve 5, which are located at an end portion thereof far away from the body, are transferred to positions adjacent to loops of its front knitted fabric parts on the front lower needle bed FD located at lateral ends thereof.

[0132] In the step 5, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, one of the loops of the body 6 and one of the loops of the left sleeve 5 in their joining regions on the back lower needle bed BD, located at an end thereof far away from the right sleeve 4, are transferred back to the front lower needle bed FD. The left sleeve 5 is subjected to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that one of the loops of the back knitted fabric part of the left sleeve 5, which are located at an end portion thereof far away from the body, are transferred to positions adjacent to loops of its front knitted fabric parts on the front lower needle bed FD located at lateral ends thereof.

[0133] In the step 6, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, one of the loops of the body 6 and one of the loops of the left sleeve 5 in their joining regions on the back lower needle bed BD, which are located at ends thereof far away from the right sleeve 4 are transferred back to the front lower needle bed FD. The right sleeve 4 is subjected to rotation of the knitting in such a manner that one of the loops of the back knitted fabric part of the right sleeve 4, which are located at an end portion thereof on the body side, are transferred to positions adjacent to loops of its front knitted fabric parts on the front lower needle bed FD located at lateral ends thereof.

[0134] In the step 7, the same operations as those in the step 4 are performed. If the front and back knitted fabric parts are larger in joining region than those of the illustrated embodiment, then the operations of the steps 3 to 7 will be repeatedly performed until all the loops in the joining regions 30 on the front knitted fabric part side shown in the step 1 are gone in the joining regions. Then, in the step 8, after the back needle bed is racked leftward two pitches, one of the loops of the body 6 and one of the loops of the left sleeve 5, which are located at ends thereof on the right sleeve side and held on the back lower needle bed BD, are transferred to the front lower needle bed FD.

[0135] In the step 9, after the back needle bed is racked rightward one pitch, the loops in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body 6 on the left sleeve side are transferred to empty needles of the back lower needle bed BD and also the loops in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part 4a of the right sleeve 4 are transferred to empty needles of the back lower needle bed BD.

[0136] Then, the joining region of the body 6 located on the left sleeve side and the joining region of the right sleeve 4 are subjected to the same racking and loop transfer operation as in the steps 2 to 7 (Steps 10 to 14). In this step, the racking direction is opposite to the racking direction in the steps 2 to 7.

[0137] In the step 15, after the back needle bed is racked leftward one pitch, two loops of each of the body 6 and the right sleeve 4, which are located at end portions thereof on the right sleeve side and held on the back lower needle bed BD, are transferred to the front lower needle bed FD.

[0138] In the step 16, the loops in the joining region of the front knitted fabric part 6a of the body 6 of the large gore and the loops in the joining regions 301a, 301b of the front knitted fabric parts 4a, 5a of the right and left sleeves 4, 5 of the large gore are put in the state of being held on an every needle basis, not on an every two needle basis. On the other hand, the loops in the joining regions 302a, 302b of the small gore are still in the state of being held on an every two needle basis. Preferably, the knitting of one new course is performed from the state of the step 16.

[0139] As seen from the foregoing, when the tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on an every two needle basis, the number of loops in the joining regions of the back
knitted fabric parts are decreased, but the tubular knitted fabrics can be arranged on the needle beds substantially symmetrically with respect to lengths of their front and back knitted fabric parts. Also, the loops of the right sleeve 4 and the left sleeve 5 located at the ends on the side thereof opposite to the body are prevented from being shifted to the opposed needle beds, thus being put in the same state as in the step 1.

[0140] In this embodiment as well, the loops of the respective sleeves located at the ends on the side thereof opposite to the body can be put in the same state as in the step 1, remaining stayed at the ends of their front and back knitted fabric parts. Thus, the loops are prevented from being put in the state of being shifted to the opposed needle beds, preventing formation of twist in the loops, different from the prior art. Hence, even before the start of the joining, new loops can be formed in the sleeves while avoiding formation of twist in the old loops.

[0141] Thus, when one new course is knitted from the state of the step 16, the loop transfer can be achieved by the new loops thus formed, thus facilitating the knitting.

[0142] Then, the formation of the gores is started from this state, as is the case with the first embodiment. In this embodiment as well, in order to form the gores, the knitting of the knitted fabric of the body 6 being subjected to the bind-off process from one lateral end thereof to the other lateral end thereof, the knitting of the loops in the joining region of the body 6 located on the right side side and the loops in the joining region of the knitted fabric of the right sleeve 4 being overlapped with each other from the lateral ends thereof so that their front knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other and their back knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other, and the knitting of the loops in the joining region of the body 6 located on the left side side and the loops in the joining region of the knitted fabric of the left sleeve 5 being overlapped with each other from the lateral ends thereof so that their front knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other and their back knitted fabric parts can be overlapped with each other are performed concurrently.

[0143] Further, in the third embodiment as well, the knitting of the loops in the joining regions being overlapped with each other and the knitting of those loops being subjected to the bind-off process are performed concurrently, while on the other hand, the joining of the joining regions of their front knitted fabric parts and the joining of the joining regions of their back knitted fabric parts are performed separately. In other words, in this embodiment, the knitting ① and ② of FIG. 3(b) are performed concurrently, first, and, then, the knitting ③ and ④ of FIG. 3(c) are performed concurrently.

[0144] It is to be noted that this joining method wherein the tubular knitted fabrics are knitted on an every two needle basis and also the joining regions of the large gore are put in the state of being held on an every needle basis, like the joining method of the third embodiment, is, of course, applicable to the knitting of another types of tubular knitted fabrics like pants and tights of the second embodiment.

[0145] Explanations of Letters or Numerals of the drawings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>sweater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a,3b</td>
<td>gore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>right sleeve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>left sleeve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>hem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>right cuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>left cuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>neckline opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11a,11b</td>
<td>shoulder part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>first knitted fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>second knitted fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>first knitted fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>second knitted fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>third knitted fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>pants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>right foot portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>left foot portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45a,45b</td>
<td>gore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Claims

1. A knitted fabric joining method wherein at least two tubular knitted fabrics, each comprising a front knitted fabric part and a back knitted fabric part, are knitted in succession in a direction of course and overlapped with each other at their joining region at which gores (3a, 3b) of different in size between the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part are formed, thereby being joined together, using a flat knitting machine comprising at least a pair of front and back needle beds, which extend in a longitudinal direction and are located in opposed positions in a cross direction and at least either of which is capable of being racked in the longitudinal direction, the method being characterised by:

the step that in a knitted fabric joining step, in a joining region of the front knitted fabric part and a joining region of the back knitted fabric part which are arranged on the opposed needle beds, loops in the joining region of a small gore and loops in the joining region of a large gore are situated in the joining regions containing needles in equal number, respectively, and the loops in the joining region of the one gore are held on an every two or three needle basis and the loops in the joining region of the other gore are held on an every needle basis so that both ends of the one joining region and both ends of the other joining region can substantially correspond in position to each other and, then, loops of the one tubular knitted fabric which are situ-
2. The knitted fabric joining method according to Claim 1, which is for joining the first knitted fabric and the second knitted fabric, and which comprises the following steps to be taken before the start of the joining of the first and second knitted fabrics:

(1) the first step that the loops in the joining region of one of the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part of the first knitted fabric are transferred to the opposed needle bed,

(2) the second step that the second knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in either rightward or leftward, and the loops in the joining region as transferred in the first step are sequentially transferred back to the opposed needle bed starting from the loop located at the end far from the second knitted fabric while the first knitted fabric being subjected to the rotation of the knitting for the loops of the first knitted fabric located at end portions thereof far from the second knitted fabric to be transferred to the opposed needle bed, those operations being repeated so that the loops can be arranged on an every two or three needle or an every needle basis in the joining region of the first knitted fabric,

(3) the third step that the loops in the joining region of the other knitted fabric part, which corresponds in size to the joining rejoin of one of the front knitted fabric part or the back knitted fabric part of the second knitted fabric from which the loops were transferred in the first step, are transferred to the opposed needle bed, and

(4) the fourth step that the first knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in a direction opposite to the direction of the needle bed being racked in the second step, and the loops in the joining region as transferred in the third step are sequentially transferred back to the opposed needle bed starting from the loop located at the end far from the first knitted fabric while the second knitted fabric being subjected to the rotation of the knitting for the loops of the second knitted fabric located at end portions thereof far from the first knitted fabric to be transferred to the opposed needle bed, those operations being repeated so that the loops can be arranged on an every two or three needle or an every needle basis in the joining region of the second knitted fabric.

3. The knitted fabric joining method according to Claim 1, which is for knitting the second knitted fabric, the third knitted fabric and the first knitted fabric sandwiched between the second and third knitted fabrics, followed by joining of the second and third knitted fabrics to the first knitted fabric, and which comprises the following steps to be taken before the start of joining of the first, second, and third knitted fabrics:

(1) the first step that the loops in the joining region of one of the front knitted fabric part and the back knitted fabric part of the first knitted fabric to be joined to the second knitted fabric are transferred to the opposed needle bed, while also the loops in the joining region of the third knitted fabric having the gore, which corresponds in size to the joining rejoin of the first knitted fabric from which the loops were transferred, are transferred to the opposed needle bed,

(2) the second step that the second knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in either rightward or leftward, and the loops in the joining region as transferred in the first step are sequentially transferred back to the opposed needle bed starting from the loop located at the end far from the second knitted fabric while the first and third knitted fabrics being subjected to the rotation of the knitting for the loops of the first and third knitted fabrics located at end portions thereof far from the second knitted fabric to be transferred to the opposed needle bed, those operations being repeated so that the loops can be arranged on an every two or three needle or an every needle basis in the joining region of the first knitted fabric,

(3) the third step that the loops in the joining region of the other knitted fabric part, which corresponds in size to the joining rejoin of one of the front knitted fabric part or the back knitted fabric part of the second knitted fabric from which the loops were transferred in the first step, are transferred to the opposed needle bed, and

(4) the fourth step that the first knitted fabric is subjected to rotation of the knitting while either the front needle bed or the back needle bed being racked in a direction opposite to the direction of the needle bed being racked in the second
Verfahren zum Verbinden von Gestricken, bei dem
1. Patentansprüche

(1) der erste Schritt, bei dem die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich des anderen Zwickels auf einer jeder Nadel-Basis gehalten werden, so dass beide Enden des einen Verbindungsbereichs und beide Enden des anderen Verbindungsbereichs im Wesentlichen lagemäßig einander entsprechen, und dann Henkel des einen Schlauchgestrickes, das sich im Verbindungsbereich befindet und an dessen seitlichem Ende angeordnet ist, und Henkel des anderen Schlauchgestrickes, das sich im Verbindungsbereich befindet und an dessen seitlichem Ende angeordnet ist, wobei die Henkel der Schlauchgestricke, um miteinander verbunden zu werden, einander derart überlappen, dass die Henkel die einander benachbart sind, bezüglich einer Grenze zwischen dem vorderen Gestrickteil und dem hinteren Gestrickteil einander überlappt sind, und die Henkel, die sich voneinander bezüglich der Grenze weit weg befinden, miteinander überlappt sind, und dann dem Abkettelvorgang unterzogen werden, so dass sich ein Zwickel an einem Verbindungsbereich des Schlauchgestrickes bildet, und nach dem Verbinden der Schlauchgestricke ein einziges Schlauchgestrick gestrickt wird.

(2) der zweite Schritt, bei dem das zweite Gestrick einer Drehung des Strickens unterzogen wird, während entweder das vordere Nadelbett oder das hintere Nadelbett entweder nach rechts oder nach links versetzt wird, und die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich im ersten Schritt nacheinander auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett, beginnend bei dem Henkel, der sich an dem vom zweiten Gestrick weit entfernten Ende befindet, zurückgehängt werden, während das erste Gestrick einer Drehung des Strickens für die Henkel des ersten Gestricks unterzogen wird, dies sich an dessen Endbereichen weit entfernt vom zweiten Gestrick befinden, das auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt werden soll, wobei diese Vorgänge wiederholt werden, so dass die Henkel auf einer jeweils zwei oder drei Nadel-Basis oder einer jeder Nadel-Basis im Verbindungsbereich des ersten Gestrickes angeordnet werden können,
3. Gestricks aus geführt werden: von dem die Henkel im ersten Schritt umgehängt werden, auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt werden, und

(4) der vierte Schritt, bei dem das erste Gestrick einer Drehung des Strickens unterzogen wird, während entweder das vordere Nadelbett oder das hintere Nadelbett in eine Richtung entgegengesetzt der Richtung des Nadelbetts, das im zweiten Schritt versetzt wurde, versetzt wird, und die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich, die im dritten Schritt umgehängt wurden, nacheinander auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett zurück umgesetzt werden, beginnend bei dem Henkel, der sich an dem vom ersten Gestrick weit entfernten Ende befindet, während das zweite Gestrick der Drehung des Strickens für die Henkel des zweiten Gestricks unterzogen wird, das sich an seinen Endbereichen weit entfernt vom ersten Gestrick angeordnet ist, das auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt werden soll, wobei diese Vorgänge wiederholt werden, so dass die Henkel auf einer jeweils zwei oder drei Nadel-Basis oder einer jeder Nadel-Basis im Verbindungsbereich des zweiten Gestricks angeordnet werden können.

3. Verfahren zum Verbinden von Gestricken nach Anspruch 1, zum Stricken des zweiten Gestricks, des dritten Gestricks und des ersten Gestricks, welches zwischen dem zweiten und dritten Gestrick angeordnet ist, gefolgt vom Verbinden des zweiten und dritten Gestricks mit dem ersten Gestrick, und das die folgenden Verfahrensschritte aufweist, die vor Beginn der Verbindung des ersten, zweiten und dritten Gestricks ausgeführt werden:

(1) Der erste Schritt, bei dem die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich von einem des vorderen Gestrickteils und des hinteren Gestrickteils des ersten Gestricks, das mit dem zweiten Gestrick verbunden werden soll, auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt wird, während auch die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich des dritten Gestricks, die Zwickel aufweisen, welche in den Abmessungen im Verbindungsbereich des ersten Gestricks entsprechen, von dem die Henkel umgehängt werden, auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt werden,

(2) der zweite Schritt, bei dem das zweite Gestrick einer Drehung des Strickens unterzogen wird, während entweder das vordere Nadelbett oder das hintere Nadelbett entweder nach rechts oder nach links versetzt wird, und die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich, die im ersten Schritt umgehängt wurden, nacheinander auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett zurückgehängt werden, beginnend bei dem Henkel, der sich an dem vom zweiten Gestrick weit entfernten Ende befindet, während das erste und dritte Gestrick einer Drehung des Strickens für die Henkel des ersten und dritten Gestricks unterzogen werden, die sich an dessen Endbereichen weit entfernt vom zweiten Gestrick unterzogen werden, das auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt werden soll, wobei diese Vorgänge wiederholt werden, so dass die Henkel auf einer jeweils zwei oder drei Nadel-Basis oder einer jeder Nadel-Basis in den Verbindungsbereichen des ersten und dritten Gestricks angeordnet werden können.

(3) der dritte Schritt, bei dem die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich des ersten Gestricks, das mit dem dritten Gestrick verbunden werden soll, das der Größe des Verbindungsbereichs entspricht, von dem die Henkel im ersten Schritt umgehängt wurden, auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt wurden, während auch die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich des zweiten Gestricks, das der Größe des Verbindungsbereichs des ersten Gestricks entspricht, von dem die Henkel umgehängt wurden, auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt werden, und

(4) der vierte Schritt, bei dem das dritte Gestrick einer Drehung des Strickens unterzogen wird, während entweder das vordere Nadelbett oder das hintere Nadelbett in eine Richtung entgegengesetzt der Richtung des im zweiten Schritt versetzten Nadelbetts versetzt wird, und die Henkel im Verbindungsbereich, die im dritten Schritt umgehängt wurden, nacheinander auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett umgehängt werden, beginnend bei dem Henkel, der sich an dem vom dritten Gestrick weit entfernten Ende befindet, während das erste und zweite Gestrick einer Drehung des Strickens für die Henkel des ersten und zweiten Gestricks unterzogen werden, die sich an dessen Endbereichen weit entfernt von dem auf das gegenüberliegende Nadelbett zu übertragende dritte Gestrick befinden, wobei diese Vorgänge wiederholt werden, so dass die Henkel auf einer jeweils zwei oder drei Nadel-Basis oder einer jeder Nadel-Basis im Verbindungsbereich des ersten und zweiten Gestricks angeordnet werden können.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’assemblage de tissu tricoté dans lequel au moins deux tissus tricotés tubulaires, comprenant chacun une partie de tissu tricoté avant et une partie
2. Procédé d'assemblage de tissu tricoté selon la revendication 1, destiné à assembler le premier tissu tricoté et le deuxième tissu tricoté, et comprenant les étapes suivantes à effectuer avant le début de l'assemblage des premier et deuxième tissus tricotés :

(1) une première étape dans laquelle les boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage de l'une ou l'autre de la partie de tissu tricoté avant et de la partie de tissu tricoté arrière du premier tissu tricoté, sont transférées vers le lit d'aiguilles opposé,

(2) une deuxième étape dans laquelle le deuxième tissu tricoté est soumis à une rotation du tricot tandis que l'un ou l'autre du lit d'aiguilles avant et du lit d'aiguilles arrière est déplacé vers la droite ou vers la gauche, et les boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage, telles que transférées dans la première étape, sont transférées séquentiellement en arrière vers le lit d'aiguilles opposé en commençant à la boucle située au niveau de l'extrémité éloignée par rapport au deuxième tissu tricoté, tandis que le premier tissu tricoté est soumis à la rotation du tricot, pour que les boucles du premier tissu tricoté situées au niveau de parties d'extrémité de celui-ci loin du deuxième tissu tricoté soient transférées vers le lit d'aiguilles opposé, ces opérations étant répétées de telle sorte que les boucles peuvent être agencées selon un mode à une aiguille sur deux ou sur trois selon un mode à toutes les aiguilles dans la région d'assemblage du premier tissu tricoté,

(3) une troisième étape dans laquelle les boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage de l'autre partie de tissu tricoté, qui correspond en taille à la partie jointive de l'une ou l'autre de la partie de tissu tricoté avant et de la partie de tissu tricoté arrière du deuxième tissu tricoté à partir de laquelle les boucles ont été transférées dans la première étape, sont transférées vers le lit d'aiguilles opposé, et

(4) une quatrième étape dans laquelle le premier tissu tricoté est soumis à une rotation du tricot tandis que l'un ou l'autre du lit d'aiguilles avant et du lit d'aiguilles arrière est déplacé dans une direction opposée à la direction du lit d'aiguilles qui est déplacé dans la deuxième étape, et les boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage, telles que transférées dans la troisième étape, sont séquentiellement transférées en arrière, vers le lit d'aiguilles opposé en commençant à partir de la boucle située au niveau de l'extrémité éloignée par rapport au premier tissu tricoté, tandis que le deuxième tissu tricoté est soumis à la rotation du tricot, pour que les boucles du deuxième tissu tricoté situées au niveau de parties d'extrémité de celui-ci, loin du premier tissu tricoté, soient transférées vers le lit d'aiguilles opposé.

une étape dans laquelle, dans une étape d'assemblage de tissu tricoté, dans une région d'assemblage de la partie de tissu tricoté avant et une région d'assemblage de la partie de tissu tricoté arrière qui sont disposées sur les lits d'aiguilles opposés, des boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage d'un petit soufflet et des boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage d'un grand soufflet sont situées dans les régions d'assemblage contenant des aiguilles en nombre égal, respectivement, et les boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage du premier soufflet sont maintenues dans un mode à une aiguille sur deux ou sur trois et les boucles se trouvant dans la région d'assemblage de l'autre soufflet sont maintenues dans un mode à toutes les aiguilles, de sorte que les deux extrémités de la première région d'assemblage et les deux extrémités de l'autre région d'assemblage peuvent correspondre sensiblement en position, puis, des boucles du premier tissu tricoté tubulaire qui sont situées dans la région d'assemblage et situées au niveau d'une extrémité latérale de celle-ci et des boucles de l'autre tissu tricoté tubulaire qui sont situées dans la région d'assemblage et situées au niveau d'une extrémité latérale de celle-ci, les boucles des tissus tricotés tubulaires devant être assemblées entre elles, sont mises en chevauchement de telle sorte que les boucles situées côté à côté en ce qui concerne une frontière entre la partie de tissu tricoté avant et la partie de tissu tricoté arrière sont mises en chevauchement et les boucles situées loin les unes des autres en ce qui concerne la frontière sont mises en chevauchement et sont ensuite soumises au processus de rabat, formant ainsi un soufflet au niveau d'une partie d'assemblage du tissu tricoté tubulaire et, après l'assemblage des tissus tricotés tubulaires, on tricote un seul tissu tricoté tubulaire.
3. Procédé d’assemblage de tissu tricoté selon la revendication 1, destiné au tricotage du deuxième tissu tricoté, du troisième tissu tricoté et du premier tissu tricoté pris en sandwich entre les deuxième et troisième tissus tricotés, avec le premier tissu tricoté, et comprenant les étapes suivantes à effectuer avant le début de l’assemblage des premier, deuxième et troisième tissus tricotés :

(1) une première étape dans laquelle les boucles se trouvant dans la région d’assemblage de l’une ou l’autre de la partie de tissu tricoté avant et de la partie de tissu tricoté arrière du premier tissu tricoté à assembler avec le deuxième tissu tricoté, sont transférées vers le lit d’aiguilles opposé, tandis qu’aussi les boucles se trouvant dans la région d’assemblage du troisième tissu tricoté comportant le soufflet, qui correspond en taille à la région d’assemblage du premier tissu tricoté à partir de laquelle les boucles ont été transférées, sont transférées vers le lit d’aiguilles opposé,

(2) une deuxième étape dans laquelle le deuxième tissu tricoté est soumis à une rotation du tricot tandis que l’un ou l’autre du lit d’aiguilles avant et du lit d’aiguilles arrière est déplacé vers la droite ou vers la gauche, et les boucles se trouvant dans la région d’assemblage, telles que transférées dans la première étape, sont transférées vers le lit d’aiguilles opposé,

(3) une troisième étape dans laquelle les boucles se trouvant dans la région d’assemblage du premier tissu tricoté à assembler avec le troisième tissu tricoté, qui correspond en taille à la région d’assemblage à partir de laquelle les boucles ont été transférées dans la première étape, sont transférées vers le lit d’aiguilles opposé, tandis qu’aussi les boucles se trouvant dans la région d’assemblage du deuxième tissu tricoté, qui correspond en taille à la région d’assemblage du premier tissu tricoté à partir de laquelle les boucles ont été transférées, sont transférées vers le lit d’aiguilles opposé, et

(4) une quatrième étape dans laquelle le troisième tissu tricoté est soumis à une rotation du tricot tandis que l’un ou l’autre du lit d’aiguilles avant et du lit d’aiguilles arrière est déplacé dans une direction opposée à la direction du lit d’aiguilles qui est déplacé dans la deuxième étape, et les boucles se trouvant dans la région d’assemblage, telles que transférées dans la troisième étape, sont transférées séquentiellement en arrière vers le lit d’aiguilles opposé en commençant à la boucle située au niveau de l’extrémité éloignée par rapport au troisième tissu tricoté, tandis que les premier et deuxième tissus tricotés sont soumis à la rotation du tricot, pour que les boucles des premier et deuxième tissus tricotés situées au niveau de parties d’extrémité de ceux-ci, loin du troisième tissu tricoté, soient transférées vers le lit d’aiguilles opposé, ces opérations étant répétées de telle sorte que les boucles peuvent être agencées selon un mode à une aiguille sur deux ou sur trois ou un mode à toutes les aiguilles dans la région d’assemblage des premier et deuxième tissus tricotés.
Fig. 19

Explanations of Letters or Numerals

1...sweater
3a,3b...gore
4...right sleeve
5...left sleeve
6...body
7...hem
8...right cuff
9...left cuff
10...neckline opening
11a,11b...shoulder part
21...first knitted fabric
22...second knitted fabric
31...first knitted fabric
32...second knitted fabric
33...third knitted fabric
41...pants
42...right foot portion
43...left foot portion
45a,45b...gore
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